Resource allocation in ICU: ethical considerations.
Increasing scarcity of resources on the background of ever improving medical care and prolonged life expectancy has placed a burden on all aspects of health care. In this article we examine the current problems with resource allocation in intensive care and question whether we can find guidance on appropriate resource allocation through ethical models. The problem of fair and ethical resource allocation has perpetually plagued health care. Recent work has looked at value for money, benefits of therapies and how we define futility, but these still fall victim to the same problems that classical schools of ethical thought have tried to tackle. Many ethical principles provide a framework on which to allocate resources to certain cohorts of patients, however, most appear too rigid to be fully and primarily utilized for intensive care admission. We suggest a collaboration of principles be applied to achieve a moral, ethical and common sense approach to this issue. Over resourcing and under resourcing is also suggested to be problematic for patients and healthcare workers alike.